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DATA SHEET

Bamboo Rose Digital Sourcing
Connect your markets, internal teams, and supplier communities with
Bamboo Rose Digital Sourcing. Drive efficiencies across your supply chain
and identify optimal buying opportunities for more profitable products.
Reduce administrative overhead so your buying and sourcing teams can
focus on what they do best.

Create a Truly Connected Community of Suppliers for Efficient Sourcing
Significant growth can be a headache for sourcing organizations: increased administrative overhead makes it
harder to add value to product selection and buying processes. This challenge is further complicated by increasing
demand for faster response times and stricter regulations related to sustainability, traceability, and fair labor
standards. Managing multiple supplier databases, stand-alone systems, and disconnected global offices leads
to a duplication of efforts and manual interventions, slowing sourcing processes considerably.
Bamboo Rose changes all that.
Bamboo Rose cuts this administrative overhead by nearly half, enabling the buying and sourcing teams to focus
on adding value to the organization. Digital Sourcing shifts the responsibility for information capture to the supplier
community, verifies the data provided, and leverages this data to ensure high-quality, low-impact, profitable
products are delivered to your customers on time. Use Bamboo Rose’s Digital Sourcing solution to access and
keep detailed records on product offerings and supplier capabilities throughout your network.

Sourcing ROI Metrics

50%

15%

40%

6 weeks

BOOST IN EFFICIENCY WHEN
SUPPORTING NEW MARKETS

REDUCTION IN CHANGES
TO ORDER DATES

INCREASE IN ADMINISTRATIVE
EFFICIENCY

CUT FROM CYCLE TIME FROM
IDEATION TO QUOTE

Bamboo Rose Sourcing Features
AUTOMATED QUOTING

SHOULD COST ANALYSIS

The Bamboo Rose multi-enterprise platform
keeps all information in one place so you can
leverage information created during product
development to automate the sourcing
process and generate quote requests.

Characterize supplier behavior, consider
offer elasticity, win rate, component costs,
and cross-offer comparison to help buyers
negotiate more effectively and focus on
those suppliers that are most likely to be
a successful vendor while tracking all
negotiation interactions to ensure buyer/
supplier agreement.

INNOVATION & THE EXTENDED
SUPPLIER COMMUNITY
Access new suppliers and keep detailed
records of product offerings and supplier
capabilities, even with vendors you haven’t
done business with. Seamlessly integrated
new suppliers into your vendor management
system when you do decide to move forward.

INTEGRATED COMPLIANCE
Maintain verified supplier compliance status
across the organization and adherence to
business regulations in real-time to minimize
costly decisions that impact product
availability and brand reputation.

SUPPLIER RECOMMENDATION
Bamboo Rose augments historic sourcing
data with other information such as
compliance, sustainability, supplier capabilities,
factory capacity, supplier/regional exposure,
and quality performance to make intelligent
supplier recommendations based on the
attributes of the product being sourced.
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IMPACT CALCULATOR
The Bamboo Rose Impact Calculator helps
organizations understand the impact of
buying options to balance quality, timeto-market, profitability, and environmental
impact, helping businesses meet ESG and
sustainability targets.
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